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Summary description of project:
Understanding principles of design is a prerequisite for any designer.  Study of basic design at begin-
ning studios are formulated to address this significant issue.  But often times students are not aware
how those abstract two or three-dimensional designs relate to advanced spatial problems.  This assign-
ment tries to demonstrate how basic design issues relates to an architectural problem with particular
functions.

The first phase dealt more with the aesthetics and integrity of three given form-volumes.  Significant
importance was given to interrelationship of path system/s, space/s and openings.  The goal was to
understand the form-volume, without destroying the original volume (real or implied.)

In this phase you will intervene specific functions in to the form to see how they affect each other.  A
successful intervention will honor the importance of both function and form.  There is no such a truth as
"Form Follows Function" or "Function Follows Form."  They should both affect each other, but not to
such an extent where they loose their identity and integrity.

While you introduce (or force) funcitons to respond (or fit) the form-volume, do not overlook the impor-
tance of functional relationship, sound structural system, and openings relating to the functions on
either side.  You will need to study anthropomorphic proporitons to create successful interiors.

Reasons for the nomination:
• Successful intervention of function within the given volume.
• Identify of form, and quality of spatial flow maintained.
• Structural integrity contributes to the formation of spaces.
• Total form-volume transforms effectively from solid to transparent by the use of defined elemets such
as:  mas, plume, and grid.
• Skillful use of 3D computer modeling as well as total representation.
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Jury Comments

I particularly liked the clear presentation of the various levels of design and morphology. The communication
through extensive use of 3D models of the project, made it easy to understand visually.
- Alain Cohen
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